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Abstract We enumerate the perfect one-factorizations of Kro which are generated by starters

inZoo fixed by multiplication by 18 and 30. There are precisely 67 non-isomorphic

examples.

A one-factorization of a complete graph Krn is a partition of the eclge-set of
Krn into 2n - | one-factors, each of which contains n eclges that partition the

vertex set of Kzn. A perfect one-factorization (PlF) is a one-factorization in

which every pair of distinct one-factors forms a Hamiltonian cycle.

PlFs of Krn are known to exist when n is prime, when Zn - l is prime, and

when 2n e {16,28, 36,244,344} (see [1] and [3]). These were rl-re only

known examples of PlFs. We use a backtracking algorithm to generate

starter-induced one-factorizations of a special type, and discover a P1F of Kro.

Many of the known constructions for (perfect) one-factorizations use starters.

A starter frZ2n*tis a set S = [ [xr, yr], {xz, yzl,...{x* yn} } such that every

non-zero element of Zrn*, occurs as

(1) an element of some pair of S, and

(2) a difference of some pair of S.
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Defines*=S U [0,-] andoo+g=g+oo=ooforall Ee Zzn+r. Then, itis
easy to see that F = [S* + g: Ee Zzn+r] is a one-factorization of Krn*r.
Further, F contains Zzn+t in its automorphism group.

h [1], Anderson enumerates all plFs of Kn arising from starters, for all even

n < 22, These empirical results suggest that there exists a starter_induced

PlF of Kn for all even n2 LZ. One might hope that starters would provide new

examples of PlF for larger values of n. Unfortunately, the probability that an

arbitrary starter in Zn- I generates a plF of Kn seems to approach 0 very
quickly. Empirical resulrs in t3l indicate that this probability is approximately

| / fQ.zBn-2.6. Substiruting n = 50, we obtain an estimate of 1 lLOn.q. Clearly,
this is not a practical approach in attempting to generare a plF of Kro.

If we are to find a starter-induced plF of Kro, we must restrict our search to a
particular class of starters having more structure. In t2), Ihrig studies

automorphism groups of starter-induced p1F, and proves the following result.

Theorem ([2, Theorem 4.1]) If F is a plF induced by a srarte r in Zrn- 1, rhen

the automorphism group of F is a semidirect product of Zr* , with H, where H
is a subgroup of Aut(Zrn- 1), lHl divides n - 1, and lHl is odd.

Taking 2n - | - 49, we see that llfl = 1 or 3. A p1F of order 50 could have as

its automorphism group the semidirect product of Zo, with Zr. The possibility

lHl = 3 would correspond to the existence of a starter in the ring Zorwhich is

fixed by the multiplicative subgroup {1, 18, 30} (the three cube roors of unity)
and which generates a perfect one-factorization of order 50.
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We used a backtracking algorithm to enumerate all such starters, and found

that there are precisely 938 of them rhat generate PlFs. They fall into 67

isomorphism classes, each containing 14 starters. The 14 starters in any such

isomorphism class corre.spond to the 14 cosets of {1, 18,30} in the

multiplicative group of the 42 units in Zor. One such starter is presented

below.
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